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What "Simple" Clitics Tell Us about "Complex" Nominal Expressions'
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University of Connecticut

O.

Introduction

In this paper we argue for a particular structure of nominal expressions (NE) containing
possessive phrases, focusing primarily on Bulgarian NE with possessor clitics. We argue
that the Bulgarian possessor clitic can surface inside the NE, or in the VP domain if its
case requirements cannot be fulfilled inside the NE. We propose that the different word
orders in NEs result from the choice to merge a functional head responsible for licensing
the case of a possessor in the NE. When that head is not drawn in the Numeration, the
possessor raises to the closest case-assigning element, the verb, and is 'assigned' Dative
case. The proposal has important theoretical consequences: (i) in the spirit of Lasnik
(2000) we show that it is possible to explain some instances of movement that seem
optional without appealing to optionality, (ii) we provide an argument for a principle of
Economy of derivation, and (iii) we give additional evidence that movement into thetapositions is possible.

1.

Distribution of Bulgarian possessive clities

A possessor in Bulgarian can be denoted by a Dative clitic, as the data in (1) shows:'

• I thank ieljko Bo~kovic, Sigrid Beck, Steven Franks, Roumi Izvorski, Howard Lasnik, Yael
and Arthur Stepanov for insightful comments and helpful discussion on this material.
I Only pronominal forms show morphological case in modern Bulgarian. The possessive ctitic is
marked with Dative case in this language. In most of the Balkan languages the functions of Dative and
Genitive case are combined into one grammatical form - Dative (Rumanian, Bulgarian) or Genitive (Greek)
as a result ofa historical change that started around Xth century (cf. Sandfeld (1926), among others).
Sharvi~
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(1)

Xaresvam
sapkata
like-I
hat-the
'I like his hat.'

mu
him-Oat

In this example, the clitic follows the head noun to which it is thematically related. In
addition to this pattern of distribution, the possessive clitic shows another one: it can
precede the head noun as in (2):
(2)

Xaresvam
mu
like I
him
'I like his hat. '

sapkata
hat-the

First, we want to find out whether the possessive c1itic is inside the NE when it
follows the verb but precedes the noun. There are a number of tests showing that the
possessive clitic in (2) is not inside the OP, and therefore, does not form a constituent
with the NP-internal material following it. Let us see what predictions would fail if we
were to assume the opposite view. If the clitic were part of the OP in (2), it should be
possible to have the NE not only in an object position, as in (2), but also in a subject
position. There is one factor that we need to control for: all Bulgarian c1itics, except
negation and the modal ste, are specified phonologically as enclitics. 2 In order to control
for this requirement, we will check if mu sapkata can serve as a subject in an embedded
clause, as in (3b):
(3)

a.

b.

Ivan znae ce
sapkata mu e
namerena
found
Ivan knows that
hat-the him is
'John knows that his hat has been found in the bus.'
*Ivan znae ce
mu
sapkata e
namerena

vavtobusa
in bus-the
vavtobusa

The ungrammaticality of (3b) is unexpected under the assumption that when the
possessive c1itic appears prenominally it is still inside the NE. The complementizer ce can
in principle host enclitics, as illustrated in (4):

(4)

Ivan znae ce
mu
namenx
Ivan knows that
him
found-I
,John knows that I found his hat. '

sapkata
hat-the

If the possessive clitic in (3 b) can satisfY its phonological requirement by encliticizing
onto ce, then this sentence should be grammatical.
The conclusion that the possessive clitic is outside the NE when it appears
postverbally and prenominally is confirmed by the fact that the c1itic cannot precede the
2 Bulgarian pronominal clitics, auxiliary clitics and possessive clitics have a phonological
requirement to encliticize, i.e. they are prosodically weak elements that must attach (phonologically) to a
prosodically strong word preceding them. There are no categorial restrictions on the host of cliticization. In
particular, when clitics are not sentence-initial, their phonological requirement is always satisfied unless
they
are preceded by an obligatory pause.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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head noWl when the NE is a second conjWlct in a coordinate structure:
(5)

a.

b.

Procetox
obzora
read-I
review-the
and
' I read the review and your article. '
+Procetox
obzora

statijata
article-the

ti

ti
you

statijata

In addition to being able to surface post- and pre-nominally, the possessive c1itic
has one more ordering option. It can appear preverbally, but, like clausal c1itics, it
necessarily encliticizes onto some phonological host, as shown in (6):

(6)

a.

b.

statijata
Tja
mu
procete
him read
she
article
'She read his article with pleasure. '
+Mu proeete
statijata
s
him read-she
article-the
with
'She read his article with pleasure. '

s
with

udovolstvie
pleasure

udovolstvie
pleasure

We observe that the syntactic properties that the possessive clitic exhibits in this
position are similar to the properties of the matrix clause Dative clitic. For example,
Bulgarian c1itics that do not originate inside a NE (auxiliaries, negation, pronominal
clitics) have requirements to be adjacent to the verb, to cluster together, to encliticize
(except negation, and the modal fte), and to observe a hierarchy of ordering (see
Boskovic (in press), Franks and King (2000), Halpern (1992)/ Halpern (1995), and Rudin
(1997) for a review of the relevant literature), as in (7):
(7)

ne > ste
> sam,si,sme,ste,sa >mi,ti,mu,i,ni,vi,im> me,te,goja,ni,vi,gi >e
neg modal pro be (except 3p.sg.)
Dat c1itic
Acc c1itic
3p.sg. probe

In negative sentences, negation precedes all other c1itics. The modal fte follows negation
and precedes all present forms of the verb be and the pronominal c1itics. The auxiliaries,
in tum, precede the pronominal clitics with one exception. The third person singular form
of be must follow them. The two types of pronominal clitics are also ordered with respect
to each other. Dative clitics must precede accusative clitics. Examples of these ordering
constraints are shown in (8), which illustrates the only possible order among the c1itics in
each sentence:

(8)

a.

b.

Ne
si
mu
ja
raskazval
told-you
him it
not
is
'You haven't told it to him.'
Ste
e
dal
im
go
given-he
will
them it
is
'He will give it to them by tomorrow.'

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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Like the other clitics, the possessive clitic, too, must be adjacent to the verb when it
appears before it, and it clusters with the rest of the clitics present in a sentence. Further,
the possessive clitic follows the ordering pattern within a clitic cluster that is typical of a
matrix clause Dative clitic. As (9) shows, it follows negation and precedes the present
tense auxiliary when the auxiliary is in 3cd person, singular form, and follows the present
tense auxiliary in its other forms. (9a-b) give the only possible orders:
(9)

a.

b.

Tja
ne
mu
e
him is-3ps.sg.
she
not
'She hasn't read his article.'
ne
sam
mu
Az
arn-lps.sg
I
not
him
'I haven't read his article.'

cela
read

statijata
article-the

tela
read

statijata
article-the

These data point to the conclusion that the structural position occupied by the
possessive cIitic when it shows up preverbally is the one that is otherwise reserved for the
Dative clausal cIitic. If this is correct, then we will expect constructions containing a
preverbal possessive clitic thematically related to the accusative object, and a 'regular'
indirect object clitic, to be ungrammatical. The prediction is borne out:
(10)

a.

b.

raskazala
istorijata
*Marij a
mu
story-the
told
Marija
her
him
'Mary told him her story.'
raskazala
istorijata
Marija i
Mary her
told
story-the
'Mary told (the relevant people) her story.')

Based on this, we conclude that in all cases when the possessive clitic precedes the matrix
verb, it occupies the syntactic position of a matix clause Dative clitic. 4
To summarize the discussion so far, we observed three patterns of distribution of
the possessive cIitic: (i) it can follow the noun to which it is thematically related (cf.(I»,
(ii) it can appear prenominally and postverbally (cf. (2» , and (iii) it might show up in a
preverbal position (cf (6». We established that the possessive clitic and the noun do not
form a constituent when the clitic exibits the pattern in (2), and we also argued that in (6)
J The sentence is ambiguous, as might be expected given the claim that the possessive clitic and
the matrix clause Dative clitic occupy the same structural position. (lOb) can also mean 'Mary lold her the
story' but since this reading is irrelevant for the current discussion, we will ignore it here.
, Sentences with a preverbal possessive clitic and a full indirect object are also ungrammatical:
(i)
*Marija i raskazala na Ivan istorijata
Mary her told to John story-the
'Mary told her story to John.'
In Section 3 we argue that the possessive clitic must be in a case position overtly. When it appears
preverbally, the clitic gets case from the verb. This explains why it is not possible for a preverbal possessive
elitic and an indirect object e!itic to appear together in a clause: they both depend on the verb for assigning
them Dative case. However, this explanation does not extend to (i). If the Dative argument of the verb is
realized by a full DP, then that DP is assigned case by a preposition. In Section 3.3. we argue that the
possessive clitic must be assigned a benefactive theta-role. (i) is ungrammatical because there are two
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
arguments that need a benefactive theta-role but the verb has only one such theta-role to assign.
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the elitic occupies the syntactic position reserved for a matrix clause Dative clitic. In the
next section, we are going to focus primarily on data like (2) and (6) in order to find out
whether there is a syntactic relation between the two elitic positions outside the NE.
2.

Pronunciation oflower copies

Previously, we showed that the possessive elitic can occur to the left or to the right of the
main verb, as in (lla) and (lib):
(11)

a.

b.

c.

Vinagi mn
xaresvam
~apkite
always him
like-I
hats-the
'1 always like his hats.'
§apkite
mn
Xaresvam
like-I
him hats-the
'1 like his hats.'
·Vinagi
xaresvam
mn
sapkite
Always
Iike-I
him hats-the
'I always like his hats.'

If these were two independent syntactic positions, the syntactic context in which the
complex {verb, elitic} is buried should not affect the possibility for the choice of ordering
the clitic with respect to the verb. However, this is not the case. No syntactic context
allows both the orders Verb-Citic and Clitic- Verb: they are in complementary
distribution. As shown in (lIc), the possessive clitic appears preverbally only if its
phonological requirement to encliticize is satisfied: in (1Ia) it forms a phonological unit
with an adverb. The facts are reminiscent of another clitic related phenomenon discussed
at length in Halpern (1992/1995), and Bo~kovic (in press), among others. In Bulgarian,
the matrix clause elitics appear before the verb if their requirement to eneliticize is
satisfied, as in (12a), and after it, otherwise, as in (12c), but still keeping the ordering
relations with respect to each other.
(12)

a.

b.
c.

dade.
Petko mi
go
gave
Petko me
it
'Petko gave it to me.'
·Mi go
dade Petko.
Dade mi
go.

(Boskovic (in press»

Assuming Chomsky's (1993) Copy theory of movement, Bo§kovic (in press) proposes an
account for the phenomenon in (12) based on Franks' (1998) proposal that that
pronunciation of a lower copy in a non-trivial chain is allowed by the phonological
component as a Last Resort option when the pronunciation of the highest copy of a chain
would result in a PF violation (in this case, an unsatisfied requirement for a clitic to
encliticize). Bo~kovic proposes to derive (12a) and (12c) as in (13) and (14), respectively.
(13)

[IP

Petko [vp Petke (yo mi+go+dade [vp uti [v' g&+EiaEle g&]]]]]

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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(14)

[IP pro [vp pro mi+ge+dade [vp mi go+da6e ge]]]

Under Boskovic's analysis the verb raises and each clitic adjoins to the verb/verb-clitic
complex. After Spell-Out copy-deletion applies, leaving one copy in each non-trivial
chain for pronunciation and deleting the rest. Scanning for copies proceeds from left to
right. In the default case, the leftmost copy (which is the head of the chain) is
pronounced, as in (13). Recall that elitics have PF requirements regarding the direction of
cliticization. If they are not fulfilled, PF filters out the respective string. Since the subject
in (14) is a silent pronominal form it cannot serve as a host for c1itics. This explains the
deletions of chain heads that apply in (14).
Following the logic of argumentation of Boskovic (in press), we propose that in
(II), the possessive c1itic moves outside of its base position and head of the chain created
by the movement is pronounced unless this leads to a PF violation. (In Section 3 we will
discuss each step of this derivation in detail.) (II) has the following representation:
(15)

a.
b.

Syntax: vinagi pro fAgrp mu+xaresvam [vp mu+xaresvam [op sapkite mu]]]
always
him like-I
him like-I
hats-the him
Phonology: vinagi mu xaresvam sapkata

It is reasonable to assume that whatever reason underlies the movement of the possessive
c1itic in (Ila) must force the clitic to raise to the same syntactic position in (lib):
(16)

a.

b.

Syntax: [AgrP mu+xaresvam [vp mu+xaresvam [op sapkite mu]]]
him like-I
him like-I
hats-the him
Phonology: xaresvam mu sapkate

However, if the head of the chain of copies of the clitic mu is pronounced in this case, the
PF will filter out the derivation since the morphological requirement of the clitic to
encliticize will not be satisfied. Since scanning in PF proceeds from left to right, the
intermediate copy of the clitic will be pronounced: its PF requirements are satisfied. ( 11 c)
is predicted to be ungrammatical under this analysis. If the head of the chain of copies of
mu is in a position which meets its PF requirements, there will be no justification for
pronouncing a lower copy:
(17)

*Vinagi [[mtl xaresvam] [rou lEafes'<am] [sapkite ffili]]
always
him like-I
him like-I
hats-the him

In this section, we have provided evidence for the hypothesis that although the possessive
c1itic can be pronounced in three different positions, two of these positions are related
syntactically. We claimed that the syntactic position of the clitic is either inside the NE or
in the VP domain. We argued that the preverbal possessive clitic position and the
prenominal clitic position host elements of the "same" syntactic chain and each of the
cases of (11) represents a different choice of pronouncing a copy of a non-trivial chain (in
the spirit of Franks (1998) and Boskovic (in press».

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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3.

How optional is the "optional" clitic climbing?

3.1.

The proposal

There are two important goals that we try to achieve in this section. The first one is to
find the reason that motivates the option of clitic climbing. The second one is show that
seemingly "optional" movement does not involve optionality. In the minimalist
framework of Chomsky (1993) syntactic movement is conceived as a Last Resort
operation: the computational system resorts to Move only if there is no other way to save
a derivation from canceling. Last Resort then is incompatible with optional movement.
The proposal that we want to advance achieves both goals. It is based on the
following set of assumptions: first, we follow Anderson (1983) and Chomsky (1986) in
the idea that a possessive phrase functions as a subject of the NP containing it, and is
base-generated as a specifier of the head noun. Second, we assume an NP structure with
multiple specifiers (the possessive elitic and the APs are generated as multiple specifiers
of the head noun). Third, we assume that GenitivelDative case is assigned by a Poss
functional head in the spirit ofSchooriemmer (1998). However, contra her proposal, we
assume that adjectival possessors like those in (18) do not have to be licensed with
respect to case. In addition, we assume that when the possessor is denoted by a full NE, as
in (19), the preposition which takes it as a complement assigns case to it.
(18)

(19)

Xaresvam
negovata
his-the
like-I
'I like his hat.'
Xaresvam
sapkata
like-I
hat-the
'I like John's hat.'

sapka
hat
na
of

Ivan
John

So, Poss assigns case only to the clitic possessor. We argue that there are two possible
derivations for NE with elitics resulting from the options to draw or not to draw Poss
from the lexicon into the Numeration. One derivation (in which Poss is present in the
Numeration) gives rise to the pattern where the clitic surfaces inside the NE (cf. (1 The
second derivation (in which Poss is not present in the Numeration) gives rise to the
pattern in which the possessive clitic surfaces in a verb-related position (cf. (2), (6»). The
clitic raises to the closest case-assigning element. We will give detailed illustration of
both types of derivation in Sections 3.2. and 3.3., demonstrating that we can account in
this way for the entire set of relevant data.
Note that under this analysis c1itic climbing is not optional movement. Instead, we
rely on different lexical choices, which does not contradict minimalist assumptions,
assuming that what enters the Numeration, i.e. what we want to say is not the subject of
studying of linguistics. In this way the optionality is transferred outside the realm of
linguistics. The idea to account for certain instances of optional movement in a principled
manner by assuming that the different orders reflect different lexical choices belongs to
Lasnik (2000). We believe that possesive clitic climbing in Bulgarian brings additional
support for that idea.

».

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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3.2.

Clitics inside the NE

3.2.1. Deriving the word order
To execute the proposal, we will start with the simplest case, in which the nominal
expression is not modified by any adjectives. Consider again (20):
(20)

Xaresvam
sapkata
like-I
hat-the
'I Iike his hat.'

mu
him-Oat

As we stated in our initial set of assumptions, we assume the possessive clitic to be a
specifier of the nominal head. In Bulgarian, the noun and the definite article agree in cpfeatures. Many scholars have suggested the existence of an agreement category inside the
NE where these features are checked (cf. Comilescu (1994), Siioni (1994), among
others). We follow these authors in their assumption and propose that the nominal
agreement functional category (i) is above OP, and (ii) it has a strong EPP feature that
requires a specifier to be projected (cf. Chomsky (1998». We also need to specify the
position of Posso, which is the GenitivefDative case assigner. We suggest that it is higher
than D° and lower than AgrO, when merged. Following Lasnik (2000) in the idea that
some cases of seemingly optional movement can be accounted for if we view different
word orders as resulting from different lexical choices, we explore the possibility to
derive the word order of Bulgarian NEs containing a possessive c1itic by including Posso
in the Numeration. In (21) which is a syntactic representation of (20), Posso merges with
the OP, and the possessive clitic is dislocated to enter into a case-checking relation with
it. This is either an instance of XP movement or xD movement. In the Chomsky (1994)
framework non-branching lexical elements have properties of both heads and maximal
projections. Clitics exemplify this dual status, hence we can expect them to have both
options for movement, as Chomsky suggested. s If the possessive clitic moves as an XP,
its landing site is [Spec,PossPJ. If it moves as a head, it raises first to adjoin to the
determiner -fa before finally adjoining to Posso. The remnant NP raises to [Spec,ArgPJ
which is a position within the NE where the noun and the definite article check their cpfeatures against each other.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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(21)

Spec

I
NP

Agr

I

I

sapkaj
hat

PossP

------------I
------------Poss'

Spec
mUk

him

Poss
~

OP
~

Consider now an example containing adjectival modifiers of the noun:
(22)

Xaresvam
novata
like-I
new-the
'I like his new hat. '

mu

him

sapka
hat

There is only one possible position for the possessive clitic in NE containing
adjectival modifiers: it follows the adjective which is in the left periphery of the NE. The
order in (22) is derived by drawing Poss into the Numeration. The adjective and the clitic
are generated as specifiers ofNP. The clitic checks case against Posso. The adjective and
the noun agree in <p-features, checked against each other in their base-generated positions
(since these positions constitute a checking configuration: Spec-Head). In addition, the
noun and the adjective agree in <p-features with the definite article. It seems that both the
whole NP and the AP could in principle check their <p-features against D°. However, the
data in (22) shows that the definite article must follow the adjective nova and not the
noun sapka, i.e. the AP enters into a checking relation with -ta not the NP. We will
account for this by assuming that movement is constrained by Economy conditions.
In the general case, if a rule applies ambiguously to two syntactic objects, then
choosing one over the other is regulated by the Superiority condition of Chomsky
(1973).6 On the basis of arguments from multiple wh-fronting languages Boskovic (\998)

(i)

• Chomsky's fonnulation of the Superiority Condition is given in (i):
a.
No rule can involve X, Y in the structure
... X ... [ .. .Z ... WYV ... ) ...
where the rule applies ambiguously to Z and Y, and Z is superior to Y.
b.
The category A is superior to category B if every major category dominating A
dominates B as well but not conversely.

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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shows that Superiority should be viewed as an Economy condition: Attract Closest (see
also Oka (1993), Kitahara (1993), among others). However, if Attract Closest is relevant
in this case, then we would expect the derivation in which the whole NP is raised to
[Spec,AgrP] to be more economical than the derivation in which its AP specifier is
dislocated since there are more nodes intervening between AP and the target than
between the NP and Agr. However, such a derivation is not allowed, as shown in (23):
(23)

*Xaresvam

[AgrP

[Npnova sapka]-ta mn]

The conclusion we draw is that Attract Closest in fact cannot pick any of the
candidates for movement in this particular case. We account for that by assuming that the
NP and the AP are equidistant in the sense of Chomsky (1993) from the target Agr.
Below we give the relevant definitions from Chomsky (1993):
~

are in the same minimal domain, they are equidistant from y.

(24)

If a.,

(25)

The domain of a head a. is the set of nodes contained in the least full category
maximal projection dominating a. that are distinct from and do not contain a..

(26)

For any set S that is a domain of a., Min (S) is the smallest subset K of S such that
for any yeS, some ~eK reflexively dominates y.

Note, however, that the notion of "minimal domain" used in (24) depends on the way in
which "domain" is defined. It doesn't follow from Chomsky's original definition that a
specifier of a head a. and the maximal projection headed by a. are in the same domain. So,
if the AP and the NP containing it in (22) are equidistant, then the definition of "domain"
must be modified as in (27):
(27)

The domain of a head a. is the set of nodes contained in the least full category
maximal projection dominating a. that are distinct from a., where ' contain' is
understood as a reflexive notion.

We argued that Attract Closest is irrelevant for deriving the word order in (22). We want
to suggest that there is another Economy principle that forces us to pick the AP over the
NP as the object of movement. Its rough characterization is given in (28):
(28)

Pied-pipe Less Weight: At a given stage of a derivation, "a structurally heavier"
syntactic object a. cannot be moved to K if there is "a structurally lighter"
syntactic object ~ that can be moved to K.

Since the AP in (22) is a part of the NP, the AP must be "structurally lighter" than the
NP, therefore, the derivation in which the whole NP is raised is blocked by the more
economical derivation in which AP moves out of its base position. In Section 4 we refine
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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the notion of structural weight, and thus the principle in (60). 7
A sample derivation of (22) is given in (29):
AgrP

(29)

---------------Agr'
I
Agr
AP
PossP
--------------I
I
novai
taj
Spec
---------------Poss'
new
the
I
Poss
---------------DP
Spec

.~

mUk

him

~

~
D
NP

I

---------------N'

Sp ec

tj
I'

I

I

I' - -tk I

~
Spec
N

I

ti
L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...J

I
sapka
hat

The possessive clitic raises to Posso. Again, it is not the remnant NP but one of the APs
that is dislocated to [Spec, AgrP]. When the adjective, in its turn, is modified by an
adverb, the only position where we would expect the defmite article to surface is after the
adjective if the whole AP is subject to movement. This is, indeed, the case:
(30)

V galerijata pokazaha
napolovina
zavurshanata mu
in gallery-the showed-they half
finished
him
'In the gallery they showed his half-finished painting.'

kartina
painting-the

7 A prediction of this proposal concerns left branch (LB) extraction phenomena. For example, in
languages that allow LB extraction (a property which correlates with the lack of overt definite articles; cf.
Uriagereka (1988», there is an option of fronting the wh-part of aD-linked wh-phrase or pied-piping the
whole phrase, as in (i).
a.
Kakuju knigu ty
cital
(i)
(Russian)
'What kind ofbooklwhich book did you read?'
which book
you
read
b.
Kakuju ty
cital
knigu
1fwe assume Pied-pipe Less Weight, we seem to predict the existence of (ia) but not of (ib), as pointed out
to us by R. Izvorski. We propose to account for the existence of both possibilities by assuming that (ia) and
(ib) have different Numerations: in (ia) the NE contains a null determiner, while in (ib) it doesn'l. In this
case, if there is no DO in the D-Iinked expression, then the wh-word is obligatorily fronted without piedpiping the rest of the phrase, as in (ib). When DO is present, then that movement is prevented (only the
whole
phrase can be moved).
We2001
leave for future research the question how determiners affect conditions
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass
Amherst,
on pied-piping.
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The possessor in a NE can be a nominal clitic only if the NE is definite. Clitics are
themselves definite NEs, so this is a case of definiteness spreading. 8 If our assumptions
about the structure of the Bulgarian NEs is correct, we have an account for the
definiteness effect: the possessive clitic and DO establish an agreement relation. If the
clitic moves as an XO to Poss o, it must adjoin to DO on its way to the case-checking
position. In both (21) and (29), the clitic raises to DO, and the whole adjunction complex
moves to Posso. DO then excoIporates and adjoins to AgrO where it enters into a checking
relation with the remnant NP in (21) or the AP in (29). The process of excoIporation is
forced by Economy of derivation. Under the Economy account of excoIporation in
Watanabe (1993) and Boskovic (1997b), DO must excoIporate and raise further since all
features of the clitic are checked when the adjunction complex is adjoined to Posso, hence
this is a more economical derivation in which less material is carried. 9
, We intend the tenn definiteness spreading to refer to the phenomenon of agreement with respect
to a definite/indefmite feature between the noun denoting the possessor and the possessee in a NE.
9 There are two cases that might possibly be viewed as counterexamples to the proposal defeoded
in this paper. The first case is exemplified by the data in (i):
(i)
visokoto i
elegantno
momife
tall-the
and elegant
girl
'the tall and elegant girl'
If we assume that the APs in (i) are coordinated as in (ii), then we predict contrary to fact that the definite
article should follow the second adjective elegantno.
(ii)
'[[AP visokoHi lAP elegantno lJ to I momife
However, we believe that (i) is not a case of AP coordination, but rather it coordinates larger phrases.
Consider the superlative expression in (iii):
(iii)
naj-visokoto i
elegantno
momife
most tall-the and elegant
girl
'the tallest and elegant girl'
According to one of the meanings of this phrase, the description can be satisfied by a girl who is the taU est
(out of all relevant girls) and also elegant, though not necessarily more elegant than everyone else. Heim
(1999) argues that the superlative operator must be generated lower than the definite article because only
then can the superlative expression be interpreted. If this is correct, then in order to get the desired reading
for (iii) we must locate the superlative operator in a position in which it doesn't take scope over the second
adjective. Under the assumption that AP coordination inside NE exists, the only such possibilities would be
to either adjoin the superlative operator to the first AP, or have it take the AP as a complement:
(iv)
a.
Iwnaj IApvisokojj Ii IApelegantno]]] momi~e
b.
II"". najlAP visoko]] [i lAp elegantnollJ momi~e
However, combining the superlative first with the adjective in a NE leads to undesirable semantic
consequences, as argued in Heim (1999). To illustrate the point, let us embed the expression in (iv) in the
sentence (v):
(v)
Marija e
naj-visokoto
i
elegantno
momife
Mary
is
most tall-the
and
elegant
girl
Ifwe believe that the superlative operator combines with the adjective "tall" as in (iv), then we predict that
(v) will be true ifand only if Mary is the tallest (out of all relevant people), if Mary is in the set of elegant
people, and if Mary is a girl. Now consider a model in which Mary is elegant and in addition she is the
tallest girl, but shorter than John who is also in our model. In such a model we will incorrectly predict (v) to
be false since the condition for Mary to be the tallest (out of all relevant people) will not be satisfied. Based
on this, we conclude that AP coordination in NE does not exist Therefore, the premise for a possible
counterargument based on the data in (i) does not hold.
The second possible problem for our proposal arises from data involving adjectival
complementation as pointed out to us by S. Beck and S. Franks. As shown in (iv), in such cases the defmite
article surfaces on the adjective head and not after the whole AP as we would expect under the proposal that
the AP raises to check the cp-fearures of the defmite article:
(vi)
Kupenata
ot
Ivan
kniga
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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3.2.2. Predictions of the proposal
The proposal has a strong prediction about the ordering relation among the adjectives
modifYing a noun. We suggested that the adjectives are base-generated as multiple
specifiers of the head noun, therefore they are equidistant from a potential target. It is
widely assumed that there is a universal order of generating different types of adjectives
(color, material, shape, gradable adjectives, etc.) as modifiers of object denoting norninals
(cf. Cinque (1994), among others)):
(31) poss> cardinal> ordinal> qUality> size> shape> color> nationality (Cinque (1994))
Since we argued that all adjectival modifiers are equidistant from Agr, we then expect
that when a noun is modified by more than one adjective, each of them should be able to
check agreement features against DO and appear in the left periphery of the Bulgarian NE.
However, the relative order of the rest of the adjectives should still reflect the universal
restrictions on adjectival ordering. This prediction is confirmed. Consider (32) and (33):
(32)

a.

b.
(33)

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

bjalata
goljama
white-the
big
'the white big figure'
goljamata
bjala

figura
figure

color> size

figura

size> color

??krasivata bjala goljama figura
beautiful-the white big
figure
'the beautiful white big figure'
krasivata
goljama bjala figura
bjalata
krasiva goljama figura
white-the beautiful big figure
?? bjalata
goljama krasiva figura
goljamata
krasiva bjala figura
big-the
beautiful white figure
?? goijamata bjala
krasiva figura

??gradable >color > size

gradable >size >color
color >gradable > size
?? color> size >gradable
size> gradable > color
??size > color> gradable

When only two adjectives modifY the noun, both orders are possible as shown in (32). As
expected, when there are more than two modifYing adjectives, an adjective from any type
can become "immune" to the ordering restrictions and raise above the others as long as
the rest stay in situ.

bought-the
by
John
book
'the book bought by John'
Indeed, (vi) is more compatible with a head-movement analysis, than with phrasal movement. However, as
0
we showed in example (30), adverb modification of nouns clearly shows that in this case the AP and not A
raises. We leave for future research the analysis of (vi).
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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3.3.

etitics outside the NE

3.3.1. Deriving the word order
Earlier we established that the possessive c1itic can raise out of its base NE. It is quite
plausible that this movement is triggered by case-related reasons. Such proposals have
already been made for possessor raising in other languages. For example, Landau (1999)
provides evidence that a possessor in the VP-domain in Hebrew must have moved out of
a NE. The alternative that he argues against is that the possessor is base-generated there
and the interpretation of a "possessor" is derived via binding an anaphoric element inside
the NE. The conclusion that Landau reaches is that there is possessor raising in Hebrew
and it is motivated by case.
Going back to the clitic climbing construction in Bulgarian, the first question that
we must answer is the following: if the clitic's "long" movement is driven by case
reasons, then why is it sometimes possible for it to get case inside the NE? Possibly,
because the syntactic element that is responsible for case "assignment" is only sometimes
present in the derivation. As we discussed earlier, this option is a legitimate one in light
of Lasnik's (2000) proposal. We claim then that sentences like (2) and (6) are derived as a
result of the possibility not to include Poss in the Numeration. In this case, the c1itic still
must check its case so it moves outside of the NE and establishes a structural relation
with the verb. In Section I we provided evidence for locating the clitic in the VP-domain
using facts about the ordering of the possessor c1itic with respect to the other verbal
clitics. There is an important restriction on this option, though. Only verbs that are in
general capable of assigning a beneficiary theta role allow the Dative clitic to appear
preverbally. So, unless the lexical meaning of a verb is absolutely incompatible with
assigning a benefactive theta-role, it is possible to have the raising clitic construction.
Some verbs that do not allow that option are ubivam ('kill'), izmQcvam (,torture'),
razrusavam (,destroy'), napadam (' attack'), etc.:
(34)

a.

b.
(35)

a.

b.

prijatelja
Zatvomikat ubi
i
prisoner-the killed friend-the
her
'The prisoner killed her friend'
ubi
prijatelja
* Zatvomikat
rodinata
Vragovete
razrusiha
mu
enemies-the destroyed
country-the him
'The enemies destroyed his country.'
razrusiha
rodinata
*Vragovete mu

In other words, the clitic in a clitic climbing construction seems to have more than one
theta role: a "possessor" (creator, possessor, theme), which it gets in its base-generated
position, and a benefactive, assigned by the verb. 10 If our reasoning is correct, then these
10 Landau (1999) claims that in Hebrew, too, raised possessors have a benefactive cOJUlotation
though he doesn't commit to the view that the possessor is assigned a second theta role. However, in
Bulgarian, possessor raising is much less restricted. His claim about Hebrew is that Hebrew's Dative (Le.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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data provide an additional piece of evidence that movement into theta-positions is
possible. Bo~kovic (1994), Boskovic (1997b), Bo~ovic and Takahashi (1998), Hornstein
(1999) have made that proposal, and argued that getting more than one theta role per
argument is not problematic in the minimalist framework. As Bo~kovic (1994) argues,
with the elimination of D-structure, which Chomsky (1981) defines as a pure
representation of the grammatical function 'Theta', there seems to be no conceptual
necessity that theta roles be assigned to arguments always in their base-generated
position. This, in tum, allows for the possibility of a theta-role to be assigned by
movement Going back to the clitic climbing construction in Bulgarian, we conclude that
the possessive clitic is assigned a "possessor" theta-role inside the NE and a second theta
role by the verb. However, benefactive is in principle optional. Why is it then obligatory
for the clitic that moves to the verb-related position to be assigned that theta role? Recall
that we proposed to account for clitic raising out of the NE by suggesting that the NE
internal Dative case licensor Poss is not present in the Numeration in the spirit of Lasnik
(2000). That derivation converges because the case of the clitic is licensed by the verb. If
case licensing of the possessive clitic allows the derivations in (2) and (6), then the
unacceptability of (34) and (35) can be attributed to a failure of the verb to 'assign' case
to the clitic there. This would be expected if Dative case is inherent (cf. Chomsky
(1986)).' 1,12 The contrast between the acceptable (2) and (6) and the unacceptable (34)
and (35) shows that case can only be assigned if theta role is also assigned. IJ As we
discussed earlier, the possessive clitic has the option to move as an x<> or as an XP. If it
moves as an XU, (36) should be derived as in (37):14
(36)

mu
xaresvam
A:z.
him like
1
'I like his hat.'

sapkata
hat-the

The claim is that the Genitive possessive phrase in (i) has three interpretations. The picture might belong to
Rena, be taken by Rena, or view Rina as the image from the picture. That last interprelDtion (the theme) is
not possible for dative possessors. However, (iii), which is a Bulgarian example parallel to the example with
the dative possessor in Hebrew, does have all three readings:
(iii)
Ivan
i
uvelici snimkata
John her-Gen enlarged picture-the 'John enlarged her picture.'(she ~ creator, owner, theme)
" Chomsky's proposal was that Inherent case is assigned at D-structure. However, given that we
have evidence that movement into a thelD-position is possible, then Inherent case assignment shOUld not be
confined to only those positions in which arguments are initially inserted. See also Stjepanovic (i 997).
12 We can eslBblish a parallel between the case assigning properties of the verbs in the Bulgarian
clitic climbing construction and the case assigning properties of a class of verbs discussed in PosIBl (1974),
Pesetsky (1992), and Bo~kovic (1997b), and known as the wager-class verbs. Using the Minimize Chain
Links Principle of Chomsky (1993), Bo!kovic (1997b) derives the generalization that a lexical NP can be
exceptionally case marked by a wager-type verb only if it is theta-marked by that verb.
Il One of my informants accepts all Bulgarian examples with a raised possessive clitic, including
(34) and (35). For her, then, Dative case must be structural.
14 See Stateva (2000) for an argument that the possessive clitic moves as an X·.
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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(36)

Az

mu
xaresvam
him
like
'I like his hat.'

1

(37)

sapkata.
hat-the

IP

-------------I'

Az
I

_____________

mu

him k

xaresvam V like
I
tm

AgrP

------------I
-------------

Spec

sapka;
hat

Agr'

taj
the

DP

~
NP;
D
I ~
tj

It

Spec

N'

I

I

tk

N

Since Posso is not merged, the possessive clitic looks for the closest possible caseassigner. Such is the matrix verb. Before the clitic adjoins to it, it adjoins to DO on its way
to Va, checking against it its definiteness feature (which explains definiteness spreading
in this case, too). The definite article and the clitic raise together to AgrO where mu
excorporates and raises further to Va.

4.

Additional theoretical consequences

From the emerging picture, it follows that clitic movement is an instance of Move since
case of the clitic is the driving force for movement. However, cp-feature checking inside
NE is an instance of Attract (Chomsky (1995)): we argued that there is more than one
candidate for movement in this case, namely, an AP and a NP containing that AP. This
conclusion supports Lasnik's (1995) proposal for "Enlightened Self Interest": Movement
of a. to p must be for the satisfaction of formal requirements of a. or p".
Recall that in analyzing the agreement between the definite article in Bulgarian
and the NP which it takes as a complement, we encountered a situation in which Attract
applies ambiguously to two syntactic objects: NP and its specifier AP (cf. Section 3.2.1.).
We made a proposal that in this particular case Attract Closest is irrelevant, but another
Economy principle, Pied-pipe Less Weight, is operative, and the derivation in which the
structurally lighter XP is dislocated is allowed while the derivation involving a heavier
potential element undergoing movement is ruled out. In the case we discussed, the
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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potential elements for movement were in a subset-superset relation since the first one was
an NP and the second one, an AP, was a specifier of that NP. In accordance with the
principle, the lighter one, i.e. the AP, was dislocated.
We can now refme the fonnulation of the principle and, in fact, strengthen the
argument for AP movement To do so, we want to focus on the syntactic behavior of Dlinked expressions. Pesetsky (l987) observed that D-linked wh-expressions do not show
Superiority effects, as (38) shows:
(38)

a.

b.

Mary asked which man read which book.
Mary asked which book which man read.

We argue that in the case of (38a) and (38b) (which have identical Numerations)
Attract Closest is irrelevant. The interrogative C Attracts the wh-feature, the rest of the Dlinked wh-phrase being pied piped because of a ban against left branch extraction in
English. IS However, if we assume with Rullmann and Beck (1998) that the structure of
D-linked expressions is as in (39), then it follows that both wh-words (that are relevant to
Attract) are "buried" in their respective DPs in (38) and none of them c-commands the
other, therefore none of the potential elements for movement is 'superior' to the other.
(39)

(op which (D· D man]]

If Attract Closest is irrelevant in (38), is Pied-pipe Less Weight relevant to (38)?
If it is irrelevant, i.e. if comparing the weight of the two wh-phrases in this case is
precluded by some restriction on the application of this Economy principle, then we can
conclude that either wh-phrase can be fronted in (38): both derivations are equally costly.
If, on the other hand, Pied-pipe Less Weight is relevant to (38), we can suggest that Dlinked phrases have relatively the same weight (since they contain the same number of
projections), therefore, dislocating either one of them is equally costly. Our goal in this
section is to find out which of the two views is correct and, consequently, draw
conclusions about possible restrictions on Pied-pipe Less Weight.
Note that if we subscribe to the second view, we face a potential problem in
accounting for (40):
(40)

a.
b.

Whose husband bought what?
What did whose husband buy?

If the wh-feature in whose husband is buried inside the DP, then Attract Closest
does not apply in (40): in this case, too, none of the wh-phrases c-commands the other.
We would then expect that the wh-phrase that has less structural 'weight' will be attracted
by the interrogative complementizer, Le. we predict (40b) to be acceptable but not (40a).
However, assuming that Pied-pipe Less Weight is relevant in (38) and,
consequently, in (40), implies a commitment to a view of Economy of derivation that
" Under most assumptions about the structure of D-Iinked expressions, the wh-element is a left
branch of the constituent which it forms with the noun.
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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relies on counting nodes. 16 Alternatively, under a more restrictive view of Economy, we
can compare the structural weight of two syntactic objects only if they are in a subsetsuperset relation, i.e. if one of them contains the other but not vice versa. There are many
arguments in the literature suggesting that the second view of Economy rather than the
first is at work in structure building. In fact, one of them, presented in Boskovic (1997a),
is based on a paradigm similar to the one we discussed in this section. Boskovic considers
the data in (41), attributed to Fiengo et aI. (1988):
(41)

a.
b.

What did people from where try to buy?
cf.*What did who try to buy?

Boskovic argues that choosing the element for wh-movement in (41) does not require
counting the number of nodes crossed by the two elements on their way to the target. If
this were the right Economy criterion for comparing derivations, then we should expect
no contrast between (4Ia) and (4Ib) since the wh-complement of buy crosses more nodes
on its way to the matrix [Spec,CP] than the competing wh-phrase would have. However,
assuming a more restrictive version of Economy, we can correctly predict the
acceptability of (41 a). The idea is that picking the shortest path is only possible if there is
a subset-superset relation between the sets of nodes crossed in each derivation. In (41 a)
the set of nodes intervening between the matrix [Spec,CP] and what does not contain the
set of nodes in tervening between [Spec,CP] and where, therefore this sentence does not
violate Economy of Derivation under this construal of the principle.
Going back to (40), we can argue that these data provide evidence that we need to
adopt a restrictive view of Pied-pipe Less Weight. The data show that we shouldn't count
the number of nodes contained in each phrase which is a possible candidate for
movement. The more adequate view is that we could compare the structural weight of
two candidates for movement only if one of them contains the other, i.e. only if there is a
subset-superset relation between the two. Only under the second view of interpreting
Pied-pipe Less Weight we preserve our analysis of adjectival modification in Bulgarian
NE and correctly predict that (40a) is not ruled out by Economy of Derivation. The
revised defmition of Pied-pipe Less Weight is given in (42):
(42)

Pied-pipe Less Weight: At a given stage of a derivation, a syntactic object ex
cannot be moved to K if there is syntactic object p contained in ex that can be
moved to K.

Under this view, then, in both (38) and (40) Pied-pipe Less Weight is irrelevant.
Our restrictive view of the proposed principle of Economy is similar in spirit to
the view that Chomsky (1995) adopts about the operation Move F. He argues that Move
F, an operation that dislocates only features, is in principle more economical. The reason
behind this, according to Chomsky, is that "the operation Move is driven by
morphological considerations: the requirement that some feature F must be checked. The
minimal operation then should raise just the feature F" (p.262).

" This consequence was pointed out to us by i.. Bo~kovic.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/13
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5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the distribution of possessive clitics in Bulgarian. We argued
that they can occupy a structural position inside the NE in which they are base-generated,
or else appear adjacent to the verb where they check their case feature and receive a
second theta-role. We concluded that the seeming 'optionaiity' in word reflects two
derivations, both of which are well behaved with respect to Economy of derivation, in
particular, the Last Resort condition, and thus provided an additional argument for
Lasnik's (2000) idea that different word orders (in derivations with the same inventory of
lexical heads in their Numerations) do not result from optional movement operations but
rather from a choice to merge or not merge a functional head. We also gave an Economy
account of the word order inside the NE.
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